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Who’s Actually Benefiting From the Situation? Forget about Javier. Even Renly was stupefied. He was 

also very sure that Maya did not know who Javier was at all, so why would she suddenly throw herself at 

him? Before anyone could react to the situation, Maya had already buried herself in Javier’s embrace,  

Her beautiful looks and fragrance were indeed rather enchanting.  

However, Javier now had both hands raised in the air and seemed to be in a very awkward position. In 

fact, he seemed very innocent as he looked at Jade’s curious gaze.  

“I really don’t know who she is…” “Why would you say you don’t know who I am, Kieren? It’s me, May- 

May! Have you forgotten that you saved me before?” Maya ended up hugging him even tighter after the 

latter tried to prove his innocence. “Someone fired his gun at me, but you saved me. You even killed the 

bad man and took me to the hospital.” After saying that, Maya turned around to look at Renly, who was 

running toward them. “You can prove it, can’t you, Renly? It was Kieren who saved me, right?”  

Renly was in an extremely awkward position at that point. He had to come up with an explanation at the 

end of the day.  

“Maya, his name’s Javier. You’ve got the wrong man. He’s not Kieren…”  

After finally getting Maya away from Javier, Renly had someone send her back to her room before he 

helplessly explained what had happened.  

More than 10 years ago, the Whites had employed a bodyguard named Kieren Litt. Despite his good 

looks, he had ill intentions.  

Kieren would stop at nothing to try and rise to power, hoping that he would be able to do so by 

deceiving Maya and exploiting her feelings.  

The Whites had found out what he was doing and sternly put a stop to all that, insisting that Kieren left 

Maya.  

Filled with anger, Kieren had secretly stolen a lot of Maya’s valuable gifts before leaving, but he had still 

ended up being caught by the Whites.  

In order to escape and evade punishment, Kieren had used the feelings Maya had for him and taken her 

as his hostage. Of course, the Whites would not allow a piece of scum like him to leave unscathed. 

However, while they had been confronting one another, Maya had accidentally been shot by Kieren. 

Fortunately, although the bullet had hit Maya’s head, she had recovered from her wounds, sacrificing 

her intelligence as a result.  

Now, she’d probably be in her teens mentally if she was assessed as an ordinary person.  

Maya’s family did not want her to suffer anymore due to the hideousness of humanity, so when she had 

woken up, they had all told her that a bad man had tried to steal her things, but  

Kieren had protected her and went after the perpetrator. This lie had been going on for a long time.  



Over the years, nobody had mentioned Kieren’s name anymore, and Maya had slowly begun to forget 

the man’s name.  

To everyone’s surprise, Javier’s appearance that day had suddenly made her think of Kieren, even 

making her mistake Javier for Kieren.  

This alone was enough to make Renly feel a little stumped. “I’ve met Kieren, and he looked nothing like 

you. Why would my sister think that you’re him?”  

Renly did not understand what was going on, and Javier was completely confused as well.  

However, his name had been cleared, so after leaving with Jade, he wrapped his arm around Jade’s 

slender waist and said, “See? I wasn’t lying to you, was I? I genuinely had no idea who Maya is, nor do I 

have any sort of relationship with her.”  

Jade mumbled, “I never said you did.”  

Jade had indeed cast a suspicious gaze at Javier before but was now refusing to admit it.  

Hence, Javier pulled her into his arms straight away before fiercely feeling her up.  

“You’re not going to admit it, are you? It’s alright, I’ll make you admit it in a while.”  

“No!”  

Jade felt very shy. Although they were on the island, which was very spacious, Jade believed that there 

were definitely men sent by the Whites placed around the area.  

Hence, she would be absolutely embarrassed if someone were to see them doing something like that at 

that moment.  

Finally, she was able to persuade Javier to return to their guest room.  

Once they were inside, they began doing some fun stuff, and Jade’s deeply enchanted voice could be 

heard. It was rather obvious what she was going through at that moment…  

The next day, Jade received a phone call from the office after she had breakfast. There were some issues 

that needed her attention.  

However, they were not too tedious and could be resolved by having a video conference.  

After confirming that this was indeed not something that would cause her even more trouble, Javier left 

the house alone to run around the island.  

However, when he arrived at the beach, he once again saw Maya, who was working out by practicing 

yoga. The sunny blue sky, the blue sea, and the beautiful woman entered Javier’s line of sight.  

It was hard to tell who was actually benefiting from the situation. However, everything he could see was 

just perfect, and anyone who was there would unconsciously feel a little excited. This was especially 

because Maya was wearing white yoga clothes that revealed her curves, which were definitely not 

inferior to her looks. If her intelligence had not been stuck at the level of a teenager, she would 

definitely have been pursued by many young men from wealthy families.  



Still, despite her current situation, Jaier still believed that a number of people were trying to win over 

her heart.  

After all, the Whites had a lot of power for sure. Even though Maya was suffering from mental issues, 

other people would not mind even if she did not have a beautiful face. This was a dream that many 

people would not even dare to hope would become reality. A dream in which they gained the help of a 

family as powerful as the Whites.  

Upon noticing Javier arriving, Maya instantly ran toward him, smiling like a little child.  

“Have you come to see me again, Kieren?” Javier felt slightly out of control for a moment when his arm 

was tugged and placed in front of Maya’s chest, the feeling sending him into a tempting spiral. On top of 

that, Maya was a beautiful woman whose fair complexion was filled with naivete and romantic feelings, 

which would make anyone want to pull her into their arms and love her.  

However, Javier was able to suppress these urges and not do anything unnecessary.  

This was not because someone was accompanying Maya but because Javier could not even begin to try 

given Maya’s huge status.  

The Kerseys and the Whites seemed to be at peace at that moment. So much so that even the elders of 

both families were able to fight over a piece of steak when they were actually discussing some other 

matter.  

However, given their status and power, this peace was literally hanging by a thread that could get blown 

over by either party depending on which way the wind blew. Thus, Javier would not be foolish enough 

to create a storm on his own, which would in turn affect the relationship between the two major 

families.  

Instead, he gave her a smile and said, “I’m not Kieren, so please stop calling me that. My name’s Javier.”  

“Huh?”  

Maya tried her best to recognize Javier once more, finally seeming to realize that the man in front of her 

was indeed not the person she had been longing for. Immediately, her watery, clear eyes were filled 

with disappointment. She pouted her red lips and lowered her head before tears began falling down. 

Javier was rendered speechless. ‘Why is she suddenly crying? I didn’t even do anything! Thankfully, 

there were servants of the Whites looking after Maya, or Javier would never have been able to explain 

his way out of this.  

In a hurry, Javier tried to coax Maya out of crying, but there was no way he could make her listen to 

reason. Thus, Maya cried out louder and louder, feeling even sadder than before… 

 


